Transfer Transition Leaders

Erin Zelazny

Major: Communications  
Hometown: Castle Rock, CO  
What I love about CSU: Hughes Stadium!

Haley Cameron

Major: Journalism and Spanish  
Hometown: Parker, CO  
What I love about CSU: The people!! Everyone is so nice, friendly, and welcoming on campus and around Fort Collins.
Lucy Skrobacz

Major: Journalism and Technical Communication
Hometown: Berthoud, CO
What I love about CSU: The sense of community and the coffee shops!

Marissa Uhlhorn

Major: Nutrition
Hometown: Colorado Springs, CO
What I love about CSU: The Rocky Mountain Showdown and how accessible the teachers on campus are!

Qi'an Yao

Major: Agricultural Economics
Hometown: Hangzhou, China
What I love about CSU: The unique academic atmosphere.

Torrey Stephenson

Major: Health and Exercise Science
Hometown: Loveland, CO
What I love about CSU: The diversity and open minded nature of campus!
Christina Thibault

**Major:** Journalism
**Hometown:** Littleton, CO
**What I love about CSU:** The Moby Basketball Arena!